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Advanced / Cyber Security Assessment
Diverse IT Capabilities
Accelerate’s advanced cyber security assessment delivers a more in depth picture working to
CIS global standards and is appropriate for companies looking to:
+ Take a significant step forward in security maturity with a more comprehensive view of their
position and potential actions.
+ Investigate if their existing controls are still appropriate in the current risk environment.
+ Demonstrate to clients, suppliers and employees their robust cyber position
Aimed at organisations with diverse IT skills in-house (specialist roles, potentially including cyber
security) but looking for external experience and support, our advanced assessment gives a
thorough report with data and analysis around your specific scenario and options.
Typical time commitment is just 1 day for the report to be researched and produced.
The assessment is also a good platform for teams looking to enhance their cyber qualifications.

Asset Management

Vulnerability Management

+ Identify Critical Assets
+ Asset Inventory
+ Asset Requirements
+ Asset Management
+ Data Information Assets
+ Facilities & Locations

+ Vulnerability Root Cause
+ Vulnerability Process
+ Vulnerability Analysis
+ Vulnerability Exposure

Controls Management

+ Threat Communication
+ Threat Monitoring

Situational Awareness

+ Controls Objectives
+ Controls are Implemented

Incident Management

Configuration & Change
Management

+ Incident Process
+ Incident Detection
+ Declaring Incidents
+ Recovery Process
+ Post Incident

+ LifeCycle of Assets
+ Integrity of Technology
+ Asset Configuration

Training and Awareness
+ Training Activities
+ Cyber Security Awareness

Service Continuity
Management
+ Service Continuity Execution
+ Service Continuity Plans
+ Service Continuity Reviews
+ Service Continuity plans
Risk Management
+ Identify Risk
+ Risk Tolerances
+ Risks Identified
+ Risks are Analysed
+ Risks to assets
External Dependencies
Management
+ Identify Dependencies
+ Identified Risks
+ External Relationships
+ Performance
+ Dependencies on public
services

If you would like more information regarding our cyber security assessment,
please do not hesitate in reaching out to the team.
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Select the right assessment for your organisation
If the advanced assessment is not right for your organisation, please see below our alternative security
assessment options that help address the most common requirements our clients request.

Essential /
Assessment

Custom /
Assessment

Limited IT Capabilities

Dedicated IT Capabilities

Our entry-level assessment provides excellent
value for organisations who have limited IT
capabilities, are taking the first steps with
cyber security, looking to get an overview of
the current controls and for those looking for a
long-term partner oﬀering expertise.

The Custom Assessment is designed
specifically for your unique security
requirements and generally fits organisations
with large volumes of data or highly sensitive
information. It is generally suited to
organisations working toward ISO27001 or
other recognised standard, and our structure
would reflect this and the business goals of
the organisation.
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About accelerate
Our consultative approach helps organisations to identify their digital
vulnerabilities, and to deploy eﬀective defence. By combining trusted
technology, robust processes, and cyber skills development, we deliver
eﬀective resilience and enabled IT.
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